This paper examines nine independence concepts for ordinal and expected utilities: utility and preference independence, weak separability (a uniqueness of nonstrict conditional preferences), as well as generalizations that allow for complete indifference or reversal of preferences. Some of these conditions are closed under set-theoretic operations, which simplifies the verification of such assumptions in a practical decision analysis. Preference independence is closed under union without assumptions of strict essentiality, which are however necessary for closure under differences of preference independence and its mentioned generalizations. The well-known additive representation of a utility function is used, in a corrected form with a self-contained proof, to show closure under symmetric difference. This generalizes a classical result of Gorman (1968), and supplements its proof. Generalized utility independence has all, whereas weak separability has no closure properties. An independent set of any kind is utility or preference independent if this holds for a subset. 
Introduction. Notions of independence or "separability" have been investigated in a number of economic settings. They are important for the analysis of decisions under certainty and uncertainty (cf. Fishburn [11], Keeney and Raiffa
) and for measuring preferences (cf. Krantz et al. [19] ), or for problems of aggregation and decentralization (cf. Blackorby, Primont and Russell [4] ). Closure properties, in particular with respect to the set-theoretic operations union, intersection and difference applied to overlapping sets of essential variables, are of practical importance if independence assumptions have to be verified, for instance in order to use a specific representation of the utility function (cf. [10] , [17] ). From a theoretical point of view, closure under the mentioned operations leads to a unique hierarchy of "independent attributes" with a corresponding functional decomposition. This hierarchy can be denoted by a "utility tree" for utility functions (Gorman [14, pp. 373ff]), which can also be applied to expected-utility functions (von Stengel [27] ), and which is, more generally, given by a "composition tree" for quite a number of settings in combinatorial optimization (M6hring and Radermacher [23] 
may contain only the empty vector () if T = So, i.e., if A U B = M; otherwise, t is also an essential variable of f(x, y, z, t).
To show that indeed only overlapping independent sets A, B of coordinates can have closure properties, we consider the alternative cases that A, B are comparable or disjoint. The respective counterexamples we consider in some detail, since other, more complicated ones further below are constructed by similar methods. Assume B is contained in A, i.e., Z = So above. So, let f: X X Y x T --> and X x Y and Y be independent; the only relevant question is whether X = SA_B is also independent. We show that even given the strongest independence assumption UI (cf. Figure 1) for X x Y and Y, neither WII nor GS has to hold for X, so no closure properties apply to comparable independent sets; in particular, no independence concept is closed under complements. We let T be inessential, so f: X x Y --> , and X x Y is trivially UI since f(x, y) = g[f(x, y), ( i.e., is always positive, it is assured that Y is UI. The idea is that f(x, y) cannot be expressed in terms of f(x, y') for any fixed y' E Y, i.e., no representation consequence, which is not true. D If the sets of coordinates A and B are disjoint and SA and SB are independent, it is merely interesting whether the space SAUB that corresponds to their union is independent, too, since there are no additional sets given by their intersection, differences or symmetric difference. The intersection of two disjoint coordinate sets corresponds to the space So with a single element ( ) which can be regarded as the value for an additional inessential variable. Similarly, the converse holds: if f: X x Y x Z x T --> is given and y is inessential with respect to f(x, y, z, t), the independence of X x Y and Y x Z is equivalent to that of X and Z, regarding f(x, z, t) only, since y can be dropped. So any overlap must be regarded with respect To show that X x Z is not WII, assume, to the contrary, that for some fixed t' E T, f(x, z, t) = g[f(x, z, t'), t] according to Lemma 4. Geometrically regarded, the graph of the function f(x, z, t') of x, z is a plane that is tilted-depending on the value of t'-around the line given by {f(x, x, t')lx E X}. The solutions of f(x, z, t') = constant in X x Z are lines which depend on t': with constant = 1, for instance, we obtain f(1/t', 0, t') = f(O, 1/(3 -t'), t'), which would imply f(1/t', 0, t) f(0, 1/(3 -t'), t) for all t, or 1 1 3 -t' 3 -t tT = (3 -t) 3_t
resp. t' = t which is not true for t = t'. So X x Z is not WII. o We now proceed to investigate closure under union of overlapping sets of coordinates for the different independence concepts. First, we will prove it for PI and WPI, using the following lemma, which has additional applications further below. 
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The proof is given in Appendix C. Lemma 10 is concerned with "partial images", that is, with the images of the conditional functions k(', z) for a separately continuous function k of two variables that are given if one of the variables is fixed (at z). These images I(z) exhaust the image of k, since k(y, z) E I(z). In case (a), I(z) is for some z degenerated to a one-point set {C}. Case (b) states that if this is not the case, finitely many of successively intersecting such images connect two arbitrary images A and B under k; the fact that the intersections contain at a time not only one point but a whole neighborhood of it (and therefore several different points) will be useful later.
The following theorem has been given under stronger hypotheses by Gorman [14, p. 372], in particular with strict essentiality of z for f(x, y, z, t), using an additive representation like in Theorem 21 below that depends on t. Our proof is independent of such a representation, which may not exist under the weaker hypotheses; an example is the function f(x, y, z) + t for t E IR with f as in Counterexample which is symmetric in x and z, so Y X Z is also GPI. X X Y X Z is not WII, since f(x, y, z, t) cannot be expressed in terms of f(x, y, z, t') (cf. Lemma 4) for any fixed t' e T: this would imply f(x, y, z, t') = f(x', y', z', t') ( f(x, y, z, t) = f(x', y', z', t) for all t, in particular, f(-l, t', -1, t') = t' =f(l,1,, t') => f(-l,t',-1, t) = t' f(,1, t) = t, , and f(x, y, z, t) = j[x, k(y, z) , t], which by substitution yields With f(l, y, 1) = IyI and f(-1, y, -1) = (y -1) 6. Closure under set-theoretic difference and symmetric difference. Given two overlapping independent sets A, B of coordinates, their set-theoretic differences A -B and B-A may be independent, too, as well as their symmetric difference AAB. Table 1 gives a survey of these results for the different independence concepts, which will be shown in this section. As before, let X, Y, Z denote the spaces SA-B,SAnB,SB-A. The abbreviation "s.e." (in the column for Z) means "strict essentiality", and a prefixed " " indicates that one cannot necessarily conclude that the respective independence property holds. Probably the most interesting result in this respect applies to preference independence PI under the assumption of strict essentiality of one of the differences, which has been proved by Gorman [14, pp. 369-373]. It implies that PI holds for the other difference. We have generalized this such that-in analogy to Theorem 11--the weaker property WPI or GPI can be inferred, too, if this concept applies to one of the given independent sets of coordinates. The proof employs Lemma 10, and contains the first part of Gorman's proof. The assertion for the symmetric difference is proved, by different methods, with the aid of the important additive representation for utility functions that holds for overlapping PI sets. As indicated in the introductory section, some amendments of its proof in [14] are necessary, which will be given in Appendix E. (The reasoning in Blackorby, Primont and Russell [4, p. 115] is nearly identical to the proof of Gorman [14] , except that the two parts for difference and symmetric differences are also presented separately.)
As already remarked in an earlier paper [27] , the differences of overlapping UI sets A,B are not necessarily UI, but only GUI, since a change of orientation for multiplicatively represented expected-utility functions is possible (cf. Theorem 22 below). This holds, of course, only if strict essentiality is violated, but A and B can even be GUI in this case. In full generality, differences of overlapping PI sets can therefore at most be expected to be GPI. Since GUI has the nicest closure properties, the same might apply if GPI is regarded instead of PI; this conjecture was the starting 365 The closure under union for overlapping PI or GUI sets simplifies our investigations since the "outer" coordinates (here denoted throughout by the subspace T) can be dropped. This is stated in the next lemma, which asserts a certain "transitivity" of the independence concepts PI and GUI. It is used in the following theorems. Figure 1) , but there are functions for which some subsets of coordinates have no independence properties (e.g., in Counterexample 9). However, a strong independence assumption that holds for a small set of coordinates can "propagate up" to larger sets that have weaker properties. Indeed, utility and preference independence are implied by any concept of Definition 1 as soon as the respective property (UI or PI) is known for a smaller set of (essential) coordinates, which may be a singleton. This is of practical importance with regard to verification of these strong independence assumptions (in a decision analysis, say), since such a task is conceptually easier for smaller rather than for large sets of "attributes" (cf. Keeney and Raiffa [17, p. 311]). Another application is that certain independence concepts become indistinguishable (in the sense that the stronger one holds) as soon as the utility function has a behavior in its individual variables that is more restrictive than mere continuity: for instance, if the utility function is strictly increasing in its variables (where these are assumed to be real-valued), all singletons are PI, so the concepts PI and WS collapse into one (as mentioned in Blackorby, Primont and Russell [4, p. 50]). Table 2 gives a summary of these results: the rows refer to the (weak) concept known for the larger set of coordinates-the corresponding subspace is referred to as X x Y-, the columns to the (stronger) concept that applies to the subspace X, with entries as to what property holds for X x Y in consequence. A prefixed " -" means the respective concept cannot be inferred, ' -W.." is short for " -WS, -n WII", and a 
LEMMA 18. Let X be topologically connected, f: X x Y x T --> and X x Y be PI with f(x,y,t) = g[f(x,y,0),t], where g[-,t] is strictly increasing. Then X is PI/WPI/GPI if and only if
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